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This should answer the following questions:

• How come I click on this link and it doesn’t work?
• How come I can’t see this document? I know it’s there!
• What permissions do I give my document?



Cert/SSO Door into DocDB

Private 
(username/password) 
Door into DocDB



Cert/SSO Door into DocDB Private (username/password) 
Door into DocDB

https://docs.dunescience.org/cgi-bin/private/...https://docs.dunescience.org/cgi-bin/sso/...

I don’t know or care about your 
SSO. You have to give me a 
username and password to get 
through this door!

I have SSO set up. 
Why are you asking 
me for a username 
and password?

Shoot, I know that I can use either “dune” 
or “lbnfpm” with the right password, but 
this link wants something different…

I don’t know or care about any 
usernames or passwords. But if 
you get SSO set up, you can get 
through this door!



https://docs.dunescience.org/cgi-
bin/private/RetrieveFile?docid=3138&extension=xlsx&
asof=2019-10-09

I’m on a review site, but 
I’m also in DocDB with my 
SSO. I don’t want to 
bother with a username 
and password!

The easiest thing is to mouse over the 
link and note the DocDB number – here 
it’s 3138 -- then go to your open 
DocDB session and just type it in!



Ok, I tried that, but I 
still can’t get to it!

Are you sure you have the right 
permissions to view it?  You have to
have cam or something that includes 
cam. (We don’t set anybody’s SSO to a 
particular review access group.)

No, I just have dune. But what do 
you mean “something that includes 
cam”?



I use access groups (each 
associated with a shared 
username) that are 
structured hierarchically, 
with “dominant” and 
“subordinate” groups.

It's helpful to know that 
the groups dunepm and 
lbnfpm are both 
dominant to dune.



Thanks! Now I want to add a 
document, but it’s got some 
sensitive information in it. How 
should I set the permissions?

How sensitive? Ok for CAMs? Is 
it for a review? If so, set 
permissions like this...

If it’s for project management 
only, set it to ONLY lbnfpm for 
both “Viewable by” and 
“Modifiable by”.

Often procurement documents 

need even stricter permissions, 

like this...

Set normal, everyday documents to dune. 
Note that if you include dune, you don’t need 
lbnfpm or config because they’re both 
dominant to dune ...



How do I know which 
access groups are 
dominant to which 
others?

Well, lbnfpm is dominant to 
most things you’ll need. 
Exceptions are procurement, 
config, and individual review 
access groups.

But if you’re not sure about 
something, ask your friendly 
DocDB admin!



Links into DocDB can vary in other ways
• Remember: 
• docs.dunescience.org/cgi-bin/sso… is for SSO access and
• docs.dunescience.org/cgi-bin/private… is for username password.

• More…
• …ShowDocument?docid=nnnn takes you to the DocDB entry
• …RetrieveFile?docid=nnnn&filename=[filename.ext] takes you straight to the 

file; 
• It may pull it up or it may download it.
• This depends on what type of file it is and your browser settings.

• …RetrieveFile?docid=nnnn&extension=nnn takes you straight to the file in 
that entry with the given extension. 
• There must be only one file with that extension for that docdb number!

• Add on &version=n, or
• &asof=yyyy-mm-dd.



A final word…

Reference web pages:

How to access and use DocDB

About DocDB Permissions and URLs

And thanks!

https://web.fnal.gov/project/LBNF/Documentation/SitePages/How%2520to%2520access%2520and%2520use%2520DocDB.aspx
https://web.fnal.gov/project/LBNF/Documentation/SitePages/DocDB%2520Primer%2520for%2520Permissions%2520and%2520URLs.aspx

